Hope allotments blog – March
2022

February was surprisingly mild again this year with a few frosty mornings and a number of
cold wet days. We managed to get a couple of the plots rotavated but had to stop every so
often to unclog the rotor blades which was hard work. It would have been better if the
ground had been drier but time is definitely of the essence in this game and when there is a
‘cultivation window’ ,ie a period of time when the ground is dry enough to cultivate, you
have to take it or risk not being able to get your plots ready for sowing.
Towards the end of the month we got storm ‘Eunice’ which caused a fair bit of damage
around the country but fortunately for us we only lost a couple of panes of glass from one of
the glasshouses when the door blew out.
The picture below demonstrates why a tree should never be planted closer to a house than
its ultimate height is going to be.
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It may seem like a nice idea to have an oak tree or something similar in your garden. I’ll bet
that most gardeners who have found a sprouting acorn or tiny oak sapling have been
tempted to plant it somewhere in their garden and let it grow.
However, many years later the tree could easily be 2-300 feet high (70-100m) and as the
picture shows if it comes down in a storm it can cause considerable damage.
Also a tree’s roots mirror its branches so that if a tree becomes too large you end up with a
dilemma. If you get it felled then the root system will eventually rot away leaving a hole
which could cause subsidence and if you don’t get it felled then its roots could undermine
the foundations of any nearby building or wall and cause subsidence. You can’t win!
So the answer is don’t plant a tree any closer to a building or a wall then its ultimate height
is going to be.
‘Seedy Saturday’ is a regular seed swap each February at the Dodderidge centre,
Northampton. We take the opportunity to offer seeds that are near their ‘use by date’ to
other allotment holders/gardeners for a small donation rather than let them go to waste.

It is almost impossible to
use all the seeds in a
normal packet and I’m
sure that nearly every
gardener will have
experienced the situation
of looking through rows
of half opened packets
wondering if the seeds
will germinate because
they are two or three
year’s old.
Seed swaps are a great
way of both meeting
other gardeners and of
finding seed varieties to try out without going to the expense of buying a whole packet for
£3-4 or more.
It is incredible how fast the bill mounts when you’re perusing a seed catalogue and it takes a
fair amount of discipline not to order unfeasible amounts of seeds that may then go to
waste.

This year our broad beans were attacked by mice so we are replanting the rows and are
going to have to hope that the blackfly which devastated our crop two years ago can be kept
at bay by ladybirds.
There is always
something trying to eat
your crops and you can
understand, even if you
don’t accept, why
farmers spray their crops
constantly. The problem
is that once you start
spraying you can’t stop
as pesticides kill the
predators, like ladybirds,
along with the pest. On top of that they risk making the food you eat toxic so all in all you’re
better off not using them and finding a different way to protect your crops.

The healing garden at the Catholic Cathederal in Northampton is coming along nicely and
the shrine has now been rebuilt with raised beds either side.
In March we are going to start the wheelchair access pathway which will run all the way
round the shrine, giving access to all areas in the healing garden.

We are on target for opening date of Sunday 15 May so keep that in your diary.
Looking forward to April.
April can be very variable weatherwise. Last year there were the most frosty nights for 30
years which can play havoc with your seedlings. We will be planting our second early
potatoes ‘Charlotte’ in early to mid April and our maincrop ‘Picasso’ in mid to late April. We
started chitting them in late February and they are looking great with nice healthy shoots.

Finally,
Continuing with our explanations of plant names.

The name Canariensis as in Cedronella
canariensis (or the plant more commonly known
as Balm of Gilead) originally comes from the
Canary islands and is one of the many plants
named after an area or country where it was
first recognised.
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Have a happy gardening month and see you in April.

Joe - the Hope gardener

